WHEREAS, the Delta Theta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta Women’s Fraternity was organized on the campus of the University of Idaho in 1957 and 1958 through efforts of an accomplished group of young, promising women, surrounded by a supportive group of Alumnae; and

WHEREAS, the Delta Theta Chapter was formally chartered on August 26, 1958, Initiating throughout the beginning organizational and chartering years 34 members; and

WHEREAS, the women of Delta Theta chapter established its first residence at the “Blake Street House” in 1959; and

WHEREAS, the women of Delta Theta chapter moved in Fall 1967 to their current residence at 727 Nez Perce Drive, prominently centered at the University of Idaho’s New Greek Row, remaining there today; and

WHEREAS, the women of Delta Theta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta guided daily by the principles of the Alpha Gamma Delta Purpose support the Panhellenic, campus, Moscow and widespread communities through many endeavors and avenues as modeled through their public motto of “Inspire the Woman – Impact the World”; and

WHEREAS, the women of Delta Theta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta celebrate countless personal, professional and global accomplishments and a wide array of members’ efforts to “…contribute to the world’s work in the communities where they are placed because of the joy of service thereby bestowed and the talent of leadership multiplied…”; and

WHEREAS, the women of Delta Theta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta have grown their membership at the University of Idaho to 1100 active members and living Alumnae; and

WHEREAS, the women of Delta Theta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta have demonstrated through actions and good works for the past 60 years the Fraternity is a significant asset to the community, attending to needs greatly benefitting the area, fellow University of Idaho students, countless citizens, as well making impacts around the world.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Bill Lambert, Mayor for the City of Moscow, do hereby proclaim Saturday, April 14, 2018 as

Alpha Gamma Delta at the University of Idaho
60th Anniversary Day

and I urge all citizens to recognize the achievements the women of the Delta Theta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta have made to our community and commend the Fraternity for a wonderful heritage and a bright future.

DATED this 2nd day of April, 2018.

Bill Lambert, Mayor